Ultrasound-guided percutaneous needle electrolysis and rehabilitation and reconditioning program following a hamstring injury reduces “return to play” time in professional soccer players: A case series
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Abstract

This case series follows the treatment protocol after a grade 2 injury to the proximal semitendinosus muscle using US-guided Percutaneous Needle Electrolysis (PNE) and Rehab & Reconditioning program (RRP) in two professional soccer players. The injury was diagnosed using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound imaging. The players received one session of PNE 48 hours after the injury. The indoor phase of the RRP started 24 hours after the PNE technique and then the player proceeded to perform an on-field’s phase, following which the players returned to train with the team. The effectiveness of the program was measured by comparing the match-performance data collected through Global Positioning System (GPS) in two matches before and five matches after injury and with ultrasound imaging analyzing the evolution of the muscle injury. No adverse effects were identified during or after the US-Guided PNE technique. Both players missed a single competitive game because of injury (layoff = 16 and 14 days). The GPS variables studied showed similar values before and after injury. PNE and PRR protocol improves the results of the initial phase of muscle repair and reduces the time to return to training and return to play, maintaining the GPS parameters that the players need in high performance.
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Introduction

Muscle injuries are among the most frequent injuries in sport.¹ In professional soccer, it continues to be a major problem due to the loss of competition and training and has a high recurrence rate.²–⁴ For this reason, it constitutes a challenge with respect to treatments.⁵–⁷

Ultrasound (US)-guided Percutaneous Needle Electrolysis (PNE) is a minimally invasive technique that consists of the application of a galvanic current through an acupuncture needle.⁸ This treatment stimulates a local inflammatory response leading to increased cellular activity and repair of the affected area.⁹ The needle is directed at the soft tissue injuries of the musculoskeletal system under direct
ultrasound visualization. PNE has proven to be effective in tendinosis,10 plantar fasciitis,11 whiplash syndrome,12 and myofascial pain syndrome13 however, its effectiveness in acute muscle injury is little known.14,15

Hamstring strains are one of the most common types of acute muscle injuries in nearly all forms of team and individual sports involving the lower body, especially in soccer.16 The hamstring muscle strain-type injury is considered to be a multifactorial problem.17 Given the high re-injury rate,18 many authors have suggested using a sport-specific approach in the rehabilitation phase to ensure an optimal return-to-play scenario, permitting the player to perform at pre-injury levels without pain and maintain performance, and at the same time reduce the risk of reinjury.19 Although many return-to-play programs have been reported in the literature,20 to the best of our knowledge there are no soccer-specific programs dealing with rehabilitation following an injury to a muscle of the hamstring muscle group that integrates PNE and Rehab & Reconditioning Program (RRP).

Cases Study Description

Participants
Two male professional soccer players, belonging to one of the top ten first division teams in Spain were observed for this study during 2017–2018 seasons. One of the players played as a full-back (Player A: 30 year old Caucasian male, body mass = 72.1 kg; height = 1.72 m), whereas the other played in the center-back position (Player B: 26 year old African male, body mass = 71.8 kg; height = 1.75 m). Both players had suffered an indirect injury to the proximal semitendinosus muscle during in-competition matches. The players signed an informed consent and were also informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any given time. The ethics committee of The Technical University of Madrid (UPM) approved the study.

In both cases, the injury was diagnosed using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound scanning within 48 hours of sustaining the injury. According to Peetrons’ classification system,21 both injuries were classified as a grade 2 semitendinosus muscle injury located at the proximal myotendinous junction.

The initial ultrasound examination detected a minor muscle fiber disruption (<5cm, Maximum Cross-sectional Area [CSA] ~10%), architectural distortion and edema surrounding without fluid collection/hematoma drainable (► Fig. 1-A). An intervention program was applied that included PNE and RRP.

US-Guided Percutaneous Needle Electrolysis (PNE)
The players received one session of US-Guided PNE 48 hours after the injury. The PNE technique was performed under US guidance on the muscle injury using an intensity of 2 mA during 3s, five times (2:3:5), according to the protocol by Valera & Minaya.22 A specifically developed medically certified device (Physio Invasiva®, PRIM Physio, Spain) was used (► Fig. 2). The device produced a continuous galvanic current through the cathode (modified electrosurgical scalpel with...
the needle) while the patient held the anode (handheld electrode). A GE Logiq E9 ultrasound machine with a ML6–15 lineal transducer (GE Healthcare, Wisconsin, USA) was used. During PNE intervention, the player was placed in the prone position with his feet outside the table. Prior to inserting a needle, the underlying skin was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and chlorhexidine (Lainco® 2%). The transducer enclosed in a non-sterile rolled latex covers with non-sterile ultrasound gel was placed on the target area. Subsequently, an acupuncture needle 0.30 mm × 50 mm (Physio Invasiva® needles, PRIM Physio, Spain; uncoated steel needle with rigid metal handle with guide, Korean type) was inserted using a short axis approach, perpendicular to the surface of the skin, until the muscle injury according to the technique described by Valera & Minaya (Fig. 3). 23 A physiotherapist with over 10 years’ experience in ultrasound evaluation and 15 years’ experience in invasive therapy applied the PNE technique. Oral paracetamol was used when necessary for the purpose of pain relief in the first 24 hours after PNE intervention.

The soccer players were asked to report any adverse events that they experienced during or after the PNE intervention. Adverse events can be defined as sequelae of medium to long term in duration, with moderate to severe symptoms, perceived as distressing and unacceptable and requiring further treatment. 24

Rehab and Reconditioning Program (RRP)

The program was divided into 2 phases depending on the evolution of the participants during recovery. The phases were: a) Indoor phase; b) On Field phase.

Indoor’s Phase

The RRP was adapted from Jiménez-Rubio et al (Table 1) and started 24 hours after the application of the PNE technique. They were initially subjected to controlled mobilizations to achieve a full hip and knee range of motion, and isometric activations of the lower limb muscles focusing on the primary hip extensor, the gluteus maximus. 26 Following this, dynamic drills were initiated in controlled ranges, while avoiding simultaneous hip flexion and knee extension. Such drills included lateral displacements in the frontal plane and hip extensor movements. Gradually, the velocity and weight in such drills were increased, and multi-planar displacements with and without external loads (such as sled pushes 27) were introduced. This was followed by asymmetric exercises with an emphasis on the strengthening of the injured limbs (pelvic slide and elevation, deadlift from a height, single leg squats etc.). When the player was able to perform these activities and when the ultrasound imaging confirmed a correct alignment of muscle fibers without evidence of edema (Fig. 1-B), the player was allowed to perform the on-field exercise program.

On-field’s Phase (Soccer Field Grass)

After successfully completing the indoor program, the players continued to re-train via exercise on the field (Table 1). These sessions were arranged with a progressive increase of difficulty. First, the players had to perform sprints of 8–14 m with and without changes of direction (randomized) and decelerations (total time <12 second), followed by shooting at a mini-goal 12 m away. The players then had to perform
sled towing using a 10 kg disc over a distance of 20 m. This was performed in the 1–2–1 sequence with 8s of rest between sequences\textsuperscript{28} with an optional kicking drill after the sets. The players also trained soccer specific drills (with and without the ball) including Repeated Sprint Ability (RSA) drills (distance \(>14\) m) with patterns of deceleration/stoppage, changes of direction, pivoting, landing, cushioning and repetition.\textsuperscript{29} Finally, toward the end of the phase on-field just before returning with the group, the players trained actions similar to the injury mechanisms at high velocities without external contact. Each drill lasted a maximum of 15s with an incomplete recovery (<30s).

Once the players successfully completed all the drills and when the ultrasound imaging confirmed an optimal muscle repair (\textit{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{C}}} Fig. 1-C), they were declared to be available for selection and trained with the group.

\textbf{GPS Match Variables Collected}

For both players, GPS data (WIMU PRO\textsuperscript{TM}, Real Track Systems\textsuperscript{®}, Almeria, Spain) was collected from all matches in which they participated. Both players played the entire duration of the matches (90 minutes) before and after injury. Data was obtained from two matches before the injury and five matches after (RTP-1 and four more matches). The variables used to compare the performance were: a) total distance covered; b) distance covered above 21 km/h; c) distance covered between 14–21 km/h; d) peak velocity; e) peak acceleration; f) peak deceleration; g) explosive distance (distance covered when the acceleration exceeded 1.2 m/s\textsuperscript{2}) and h) work to rest ratio (ratio of the distance covered above 7 km/h to the distance covered under 7 km/h).

\section*{Results}

From the time of the injury, Player A completed the first training (return to training) with the group on 14 days and subsequently competed officially on 16 days. Player B was able to complete tasks with the team on 9 days and played the first competition (return to play) on 14 days. No adverse effects were identified during or after the PNE technique. The players returned to play (\textit{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{C}}} Table 2; RTP-1) registering GPS parameters which were similar to the values prior to the injury (\textit{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{C}}} Table 2; PRE-2–1), maintaining the performance during the four matches following the intervention protocol (\textit{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{C}}} Table 2; RTP-2–3–4–5). The players were followed up during eight months after the injury and neither of the players suffered a relapse during this period, which indicates the complete recovery of the injured muscle both on a structural and functional level, including optimal neuromuscular reprogramming.

\section*{Discussion}

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to describe the combined effect of PNE and RRP on muscle injuries in professional soccer players. The program appeared to have obtained excellent results as the results indicated an early return to sports activity. In this paper, GPS

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Items of the rehab and reconditioning program (RRP)}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|p{11cm}|}
\hline
\textbf{Program} & \textbf{Phase} & \textbf{Description} \\
\hline
Rehab & Indoor & – Controlled mobilizations to achieve a full hip and knee range of motion, and isometric activations of the lower limb muscles focusing on the gluteus maximus as principal extensor in acceleration patterns. \\
Rehab & On Field & – Dynamic drills were initiated in controlled ranges, while avoiding simultaneous hip flexion and knee extension. \\
Rehab & & – Displacements with and without external loads sled push, absorption and transmission forces. \\
Rehab & & – Asymmetric exercises with an emphasis on the strengthening of the injured limbs (pelvic slide and elevation, deadlift from a height, single leg squats, Bulgarian squats). \\
Rehab & & – Strength training in isometric + stretch-shortening cycle with multilinar skills. \textbf{On Field Phase} \\
Rehab & & – Specific sports drills with sprints of 8–14 m with and without changes of direction (randomized) and decelerations (total time <12 second, followed by kicking at a mini-goal 12 m away. \\
Rehab & & – Accelerations with sled towing using a 10 kg disc over a distance of 20 m. This was performed in the 1–2–1 sequence with 8s of rest between sequences with an optional kicking drill after the sets. \\
Rehab & & – Specific sports drills (with and without the ball) including Repeated Sprint Ability (RSA) drills (distance >14 m) with patterns of deceleration/stoppage, changes of direction, pivoting, landing, cushioning and repetition. \\
Rehab & & – Similar actions to the injury mechanisms at high velocities without external contact. Each drill lasted a maximum of 15s with an incomplete recovery (<30s). \\
Rehab & & \textbf{Indoor Phase} \\
Rehab & & \textbf{On Field Phase} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
parameters from the matches of two players were registered before and after having suffered an injury in the semitendinosus muscle. After sustaining the injury, the players were treated with PNE technique and subjected to an indoor and on-field RRP which allowed them to have a lower lay-off period and therefore they only missed a single competitive game, allowing them to return-to-play and registering parameters that were similar to pre-injury values, while sustaining the performance in the subsequent three matches.

Wangensteen et al. analyzed the structural changes that occur during the first week after acute hamstring injury in professional and amateur athletes. The MRI examinations performed daily, did not show significant changes in the extent of edema and in the presence and extent of fiber disruption (tear). In the two cases presented in this study, the PNE technique and initial exercise changed the extent of edema and fiber disruption between day 1 and day 7 post-treatment as seen in the US scans (see Fig. 1-B). Muscle healing after a muscle injury follows a complex process including inflammation and proliferation. The results and images from the first 9–10 days (see Fig. 1-C) show that the combination of PNE and RRP improve the conventional results of the initial phase of muscle healing.

The scientific literature mentions a median lay-off period of 21 days for return to play after a Grade II semitendinosus muscle injury. In the case of player A, he returned to play after 16 days and there were only 2 days between return to training and the match day. Player B returned to training in a period of just 9 days, adapting to group loads until return to play at 14 days. This player even played four matches within 28 days after suffering the injury (including three games in seven days, see Table 2). There are samples of how the players were able to withstand the loads that the competition demands and shows the individual strengthening that they obtained during the intervention program. It is important to note that neither of the players suffered a reinjury in the eight months after sustaining injury. According to the model that the authors have developed, in elite sport, not only should the time since the injury be considered, rather, the changes in the structure and the level of task performance should be noted to determine when a player can return to train and play.

This case series shows the benefits of applying a combination of PNE and RRP to improve RTP times in elite soccer players.

Table 2 Data from GPS variables from in-competition matches before and after injury

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player A</th>
<th>PRE2</th>
<th>PRE1</th>
<th>RTP1</th>
<th>RTP2</th>
<th>RTP3</th>
<th>RTP4</th>
<th>RTP 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days (before and after injury)</td>
<td>−13</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance (m)</td>
<td>11165.32</td>
<td>11002.9</td>
<td>10992.12</td>
<td>10985.23</td>
<td>11411.89</td>
<td>10874.34</td>
<td>11321.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance at V1(m)</td>
<td>1994.53</td>
<td>1978.93</td>
<td>1971.37</td>
<td>2131.02</td>
<td>2013.21</td>
<td>2111.89</td>
<td>2190.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance at V2(m)</td>
<td>488.92</td>
<td>582.14</td>
<td>380.93</td>
<td>468.98</td>
<td>510.21</td>
<td>543.21</td>
<td>651.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak velocity (km/h)</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>33.95</td>
<td>29.63</td>
<td>32.78</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.12</td>
<td>30.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak acceleration (m/s²)</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak deceleration (m/s²)</td>
<td>−6.99</td>
<td>−7.96</td>
<td>−6.25</td>
<td>−6.23</td>
<td>−6.37</td>
<td>−6.12</td>
<td>−6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive distance (m)</td>
<td>1611.91</td>
<td>1549.16</td>
<td>1390.73</td>
<td>1497.31</td>
<td>1297.34</td>
<td>1424.66</td>
<td>1531.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work to rest ratio</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player B</th>
<th>PRE2</th>
<th>PRE1</th>
<th>RTP1</th>
<th>RTP2</th>
<th>RTP3</th>
<th>RTP4</th>
<th>RTP 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days (before and after injury)</td>
<td>−28</td>
<td>−21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance(m)</td>
<td>9831.56</td>
<td>9678.12</td>
<td>9861.91</td>
<td>9987.65</td>
<td>9554.59</td>
<td>10177.12</td>
<td>9993.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance at V1(m)</td>
<td>1369.07</td>
<td>1034.96</td>
<td>797.00</td>
<td>1056.89</td>
<td>1314.27</td>
<td>1198.65</td>
<td>1284.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance at V2(m)</td>
<td>353.61</td>
<td>293.12</td>
<td>206.60</td>
<td>298.70</td>
<td>345.80</td>
<td>401.76</td>
<td>443.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak velocity (km/h)</td>
<td>32.85</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>31.87</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>35.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak acceleration (m/s²)</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak deceleration (m/s²)</td>
<td>−6.07</td>
<td>−6.94</td>
<td>−5.39</td>
<td>−5.43</td>
<td>−4.68</td>
<td>−5.39</td>
<td>−6.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive distance (m)</td>
<td>1329.35</td>
<td>1197.34</td>
<td>1201.07</td>
<td>1224.87</td>
<td>490.23</td>
<td>1277.45</td>
<td>1301.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work to rest ratio</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PRE2 and PRE1, Pre-injury matches; RTP1, Return to play (1st match post-injury); RTP2, Return to play (2nd match post-injury), etc.; V1, Velocity between 14–21 km/h; V2, Velocity over 21 km/h.
players. However, it is important to note that RTP also depends on technical decisions made by coaches, the scheduling of matches and the psychological readiness of the player.

The absence of a control group, the small sample size and the lack of final evaluation with MRI at discharge are the main limitations of the present study. The current research constitutes a pilot study that allows preliminary results of the present protocol (PNE + RRP). Looking ahead, it would be interesting to increase the sample size, analyze the results in other muscle groups, validate the protocol for other types of population (for example amateur player or human phenotype), and finally propose a clinical trial with a control group.
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